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Ideas raised
By Ornella Ebongue

(Editor.'c note." 172's nut/Jar is a student at Milton
Hig/J Srbool.)

On Dec. 13, the Milton community gathered at
Curry College to combat the growing issue of drug
and alcohol abuse in Milton.

Organized by the Milton Substance Abuse Pre—
vention Coalition, or MSAPC, this summit is one
ofthe great strides taken to prevent substance abuse
and educate Milton residents about its dangerous
effects.

This is a tremendous task since drinking is em-
bedded in Milton, and is almost considered a tradi-
tion. However, in the recent years, binge drinking
and drug use among teens has surpassed state levels.

This has been a growing concern for Milton res-
idents and is the reason why the community has
been taking great strides to combat it.

On Dec. 13, over 60 great minds from different
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to battle substance abuse
backgrounds came to a consensus on the three sig-
nificant contributors of drug and alcohol abuse. The
first group of contributors is stress, boredom and
depression. The second group is low awareness to
the harmful effects of substance abuse, followed by
the third which is deep rooted traditional values.

Later in the evening, the attendees were split
into three groups, each group focusing on one con—
tributor. I was in the first group where we discussed
several ways to solve stress, boredom and depression
in our town. Some ideas included changing school/
town policy, offering more town activities and cop-
ing skills. After all of these ideas were exchanged,
the best solutions were written on a poster and then
presented to the entire summit.

It was interesting to hear the unique solutions
that other groups came up with to solve the prob—
lems that drive people to abuse drugs and alcohol.
Simple tasks such as reducing stigma and creating

   

a better school environment can have a tremendous
impact on solving substance abuse in our town.

At the end ofthe night, I found that even though
the substance abuse problem in our town might
seem strong and engulfing, the dedication and the
drive ofour community is much stronger. This sum-
mit was the first of many steps taken by our town
to ensure a better community, and it is refreshing to
see so many residents and faculty come together to
defeat this issue.
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